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Thank you very much for letting no 800 your: sketches.

Were they directeo by anyone. or it: it tho result of.your own

independent work? I have so many improosiono that I must ask

you how long I should speak. I will :11:an with some general

suggestions which all of you can apply to your work. if you

wish. Than I‘ shall upcak uboutocrtain individual impressions

which I received tonight. Please follow me. trying to see

what I huvo ocon no pouitivo or negative things, and try to

find what you feel about 'it. and what you fool and what I fool

. will ho something which will give the fight impression - your

opinion and mine together.

FEELING FOR STAGE SPACE - DIMENEIONI

Don't you think that all the sketches we have seen
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were very limited from the point of View of using the space.

Recall as many impressions as you can,and then we will under-

etnnd each other. I get the impression that the space was

not taken into consideration, and whether the actoro walked

or out down or were standing quietly. they were unaware. I

think in our profession, whether we have the director with us

or it in our independent work, we should never allow ourselveu

to be on the stage and not have connection to the_spaco in

which we are. It gives the impression that the whole thing

honge inntho air somehow. and whether you act well a} not_eo

well. evorymhing is somehow not present, not there. not ineor~

. pornted on the stage. Because nobody can dflocurd or ignogej

the fact that the audience is there. and the actor is here.

If We don't feel these dimensions. we are oemohon wrong psy-

chologically. even if We not well.

For instance. if on this stage (I will speak about

the audience later on) you are going to act King Lear, and you

don't take into consideration the space, you will act in such

a way that it is tactleou because the space does not allow

it. and you will look like a wild animal. The space does not

allow such passion. Just‘ae in the same Space you can just

whisper. and it will be wrong — only your hunt or uncle will

hearl so. even before we have the director. our instinct, our

actor's intuition nuet tell no what in the mysterious sgaco

of the stage. It is not a apace we can measure - that is not
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noting. when we are acting. it [the stage apaco] is our whole

world. and that in the Secret. Of ceuruo. there are many

more aocroto of this strange stage spuco hero. but concentratu

only on the fooling of dimension now. You will see how many

creations we can always got from the spoon. from the dimensions

themselves.

Quickly recall all the sketches we have seen and try

to determine whothor thin was the fact. Sometimes I saw none

of the actors working in a small space. although wéfiuaro.l

shown a bigger space. and somehow we couldn't adjust ourselves.

Sometimes it was big when the space wan roully small. If you

only boliovo what I say or not, it will not be useful to you.

but if you will really imagino and recall the scenes and see

whether it in true or not. it will be of great uue.to you.

THE ACTOR'S MOVEMENT AND SPEECH ~ THE WHOLE BEING.

Tho uccondiimproasion in also negative (praising

does not help very much. If you want to hear what in wrong

with upon hearts. I think it will be more unoful). I havo

heard many words from the stage. and words followed ono

another in quick or slow succession. but very often I got the

impression - whore in the person who speaks? I don't coo the

bodies - I heard tho voices, but when I looked. I got the im-

proguion that there were helpless bodies standing and voices

1

caning from figures which were not here on the stage. Two
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beings - one speaks. and I cannot see it. the other I see. but

it does not speak.

That is not onlyyaur mistake - it in the mistake of

all the actors throughout the whole world. The mistake is

that for decades we have become necustamod. under certain bad

influences. to think that to play the part means only to

speak the words which the author gives us. Not at All. The

author and his taxt - the words - are anly the pretext for‘

us to act.

_

Aufihors. generally.spcaking. have no idea about

acting. and they interfere with our profession. They insist

upon thuir words, and they have no idea thnt they are getting

poorer and hcakor under the influence of their words. but

where is the acting? when we rely upon the words only. what

happens? Please recall the scenes while I am speaking, and

you will see what I mean.

All the words. if we rely only upon them. accumulate

in our head. and they remain there. and than we hava dead

plays because our hand is the doadest part of our being. We

cannot make gestures with it, We can only make grimaces which

are tasteless and not artistic. This dead. round thing is

our tamptor. and we begin to speak out or the mouth - not even

out of our lungs.

The right speaking on the stage camen from our heart.

from our hands and arms, from our torso. from our legs and
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feet. when the whole human being begins to speak - you don't

even have to move - but when the impulse for speech comes from

our whole being! except the head. then it appeals to the

audience bccuuoo there in the audience are sitting beings with

arma. hande. logs. and hearte. and lungo.

when we hear something even in our everyday life.

We undergo the illuuien that we hear with our care. It is

not so because if we did hear only with our care. we would not

..hear or understand. We would just look at the pcrnon who

speaks and see what in happening to him. We hear with our

whole being. It you are attentive to yourself when you are

somehow free in your foolinge, you will uee thut you hour

with your arms and hands. and your whole body. end you preyare

your answer from your whole being. too.

when we are on the stage. under the influence of the

author's linen and other people around our profeaeion. then

we speak from our heado. New I will give you an example. We

have no right to act and to Speak ueing only our heads.

Therefore, what can "0 do to avoid this thing - and, by the

way, I muet tell you that when We are speaking out of our

head only and not including the whole being. then there are

two things each on the stage - either it is bad and not har—

meniouo and it in slow. or it is the extreme nervousness

which has nothing to do with art. Our nerves are waiting to

kill our art because our art lien in our heart, our arms. our
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legs and foot and not in the head or the solar ploxia. When

we speak out of our head, we use our nerves. If you act a

nervous person only from the head, it is like a clinical

case. It in very unpleasant and one must be cured of thin.

and the auaience must be cured.

or course. yeu do not ahow it to such an extreme

degree. but to a certain extent when we exclude our body to

that extent. our head pocecnucs no. So there in no hope to

avoid this clinical buninaua in us if we don't pay attention

to our whole body. What shall we do? I can only hint at two

suggestions. One in - while you are preparing the part,

spend n little time or much time for creating and reviving all

your movements on the stage. That mounu to be responsible

for how you utand. how you nit. where your arms and handn are.

if you are inclined this way or that way - everything muet be

considered by you.

FEDANTIC TRAINING 0R ACTOR'S BODY AHD SPEECH!

Now let um 50 over the Bketcheu we have seen. and

ask ourselves whether the actorn were really responsible for

their arms. and hands. nun-shoulders. and whole beings? Not

quite. Very much was just as theugh it was accidental, or it

was a notion of habits. When we don't force — I say force

because at first we have to force our bodies. but later an we

will get it easier and onuier, and the body will become

inventive of itself - but firat wthave to force our body to
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bu inventive on the stage. We have seen one actor today

make three simple gestures and that is all. when we do not

use our body, we do not revive it, and this devil immediately

says. "Aha..now I have you." And this quasi-humor comes.

To let our bodies be free on the stage, we have

not yet the right because we live in such a rude, materialistic

upoc - in an cpoc when we have to think of Hitler and Mussolini

it does not make us finer. it makes us somehow "Hitlorishl I

because we have to think of it. This business is much more

profound than we know. He kills our mental abilities because

he attracts our attention to him. He kills our hearts

because - perhaps you will not remember - I remember even

before the first world war hen distressing it was to hear

about something which happened. somebody was carried-off by

somebody. somebody died somewhere. And new thousands. per-

haps millions are being killed. yet we are all right. Why?

Because Hitler has killed our minds and our hearts and all

that part of us which is the actor in us. And. therefore.

in this materialistic tino.wo cannot let our bodies do on

the stage what they want to. No. We have new to awaken them,

to revive them. We have i0 force our bodies at first §g_gg

rcseonaible for each position we have on the stage. finybe it

seems to you a bit Eedantic - how can I put all my movements.

even those of my fingers. consciously in the right place

without killing my inspiration or egontaneitx? But this is
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the question - is not our spontaneity already killed by a

"Kitlor?" (let us use this word as a symbol)

we have lost our spontaneity to a great extent. but

we do not goo it because we think that speaking the words on

the stage in enough. But it in not. when you meet each

other in life and have tertuin personal connections to each

other. don't you often feel that you are more alive in your

everyday life than on the stage? And when you come on the ‘

stage, you accept - or someone is accepting for you - that

you are puppets, and you have to speak words. and you don't

even see your partners. or have the feeling of space, and

your body is Just hanging there. That is so wrong.

We must start to awaken our bodice and than the

inspiration will come. Spontaneity will come back. but much

richer than it is new. Then ono part of this “Hitler" job

will be defeated. A little spontaneity in not worth relying

upon. for it must be like a fountain and than it will give

something to our audience and ourselves. Otherwise it is one

of the materialistic illusions. To have a little spontaneity

in not enough.

Let us say you fire preparing the part. Take a

short suction of it and try to rehearse it with imaginary

partners . and an ever the scene absolutely nedantically.

Don't bn afraid of it. You must knew whether it is right.

and you must create it. Only then. after this little
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torture. ezn you begin to feel your hody. and you can act

without making unnecessary movements. but like electric

eparka are everywhere. Then the "Hitler" in killed in your

body. Then the inspiration will come — not from our head.

where we are very stupid because we can't even undereiond

that there in a war going on. I hear so often on the radio

that we are at war. but the whole world done not understand

it. Even Hitler dooo not understand that he in at war because

he does not knew what the war lo. Ho has an idea about him-

self. but not about thonur. In our head there is no help

for understanding the war — even the part on the stage or the

way We sit on the etage. we cannot understand in our head.

We have to understand it in our body.

If God wanted to punish Hitler, He would awoken

his heart and body. then he would understand what he in

doing. and that would punish him. our profession requires

that we awaken our hearts and bodies and to do this means to

go through a period of absolutely gednnticnllx controlling

our bodies.

FIRST APPROACH To THE TEX?!

Another meene for the same end. when you begin to

work on your text. don't start to speak it too loudly. Before

you come to the first reading. first hear the words. First

see yourself spanking tho worde on the stage. but don't speak
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in reality. only listen to how you speak them. Listen to

several sentences at least, and listen to them until you

hear what ha. (that is you) speaks in your imagination, from

his or her heart. This experiment will awaken things in you.

not at first because it in a difficult thing to hear your

own voice. Perhaps you will not succeed at first. but it

you succeed. you will see that you are zeal}! speaking.

For example. when us say ”hello" to each other

every day. do we really noun this senseless “nello.:? Are

we so crude and rude? ,We are not. but when we do it. it

means we rely upon this dead habit and forget that I am a

living being, and that he is a living being. If we would

really see how painful it is to get from somebody this

"hello.“ we would see that - again symbolically speaking - the

"Hitler" has done his Job. He hao killed our human connect-

ions. Thin extreme case of this street "hello' we bring on

the stage. We are Speaking 3 series of "holloe” instead of

our part.

‘

Therefore. we must first hear ourselves in our ima—

gination speaking these words. We must reverse the whole

problem. when we are speaking. somebody else is listening.

but in our imagination we must reverse it and become the

listener while somebody else is speaking. Then the whole

thing may be cured - I any cured consciously because the

"Hitler" is a disease — if we go the other way round. Re-

viving our body is eanior than hearing ourselves speaking.

0‘ "J
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no don't be discouraged with the results.

INVENTIVENESS - IHGENUITYI

Let us try once more to recall the scenes, and

you will see that in the whole series of scenes which we

have seen today, we have the feeling that they could have

been moge inqenioun, more inventive. The possibilities are

given by the author, and. first of all, by yourselves an

actors. but my impression was that you have not used all

the possibilities. Sometimes it became monotonous in evory

, uenco - in the manner or speaking. of moving. and in tho_

manner of expressing Ono's emotions. You get the impression

thnf at first it is interesting. and then comen the same

thing. and the same thing, and then the sketch in finished.

IfiAGINATIout

Not enough variot . not enough invnntivcneuu. why?

There are many rcnoone. but I will mention one point - I don't

think you use your imagination very much when you are preparing

your part. I think you munt uue it more. To use the imagina-

tion means to see with your mind's eye your part. your charac-

ter. acting before you and'waiting only until this imaginary

actor or actress (which in you) developn the part in the world

of the imagination, where there are no heavy, undeveloped

bodice. In your imagination you can Juggle very well. In

your imagination try to juggle three balls. and you will see
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that it goes marvelously. so your imagination in a better

actor than when you are uBing your body. Let this better

actor work for us first. Let us enjoy this better actor

playing the part in our imagination, and you will see that

you. yourself, while looking at yourself acting the part, how

inventive you are. Otherwise. you would not be uctore. Some-

thing led you through your whole life to the stage. What was

it? Your dcéire to juggle with part5. But we cannot do iti

if we limit our inaginntien; We cannot do it if we rely only

upon our voice. our outer appoarance.and our habits.

THE CREATIVE SPIRIT!

our inventiveneee will be a great revolution for ue

if we use our imagination and learn what we actua11y_are. Here

again is a great mistake. We think that We are actere. having

our bodice. contumca. voices. and make-up, but these are only

the tools or the mcane of cxprocnion. The real actor in us

in an invisible being, an imaginagy activity, or the uctivitv

of our imagination, which in our creative sgirit, which cannot

be seen or felt. We cannot put on our creative Spirit theme

things. We can put them on our phyeical body. which is only

the instrument for conveying to our audience our spiritual.

imaginary ideas or visions. And the mistake is that we think

that it ie enough to take the part and to read the linen and

to move our body according to the director's suggestions. fig

rob ourselves of ourselveu.__.___________.__________
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THE ARTIST WORKS IN THE WORLD 0? INVISIBLE THINGS:

We must come back to this original idea which all

the great masters had before this terribly materialistic era

started — I think it was somewhere in the last third of the

past century - this materialistic businnss started in the

world and developed worn and more. We artiste - pneple who

are born to uae their imaginations, their fantasy - we hava

forgotten that we arn people working in the world of invioiblc

thinfia. Because we have forgotten this - it is the miotako

of the whole of humanity at the present time - our invontivo-

nggg and ingenuifix has become weak because we cannot get the

right, the rich imagination out of our physical surroundings

or our physical bodies. #0 have to use something also — not

the head, never the head - our imagination. He will See how

we can get prapurod and rehearse our parts while wo‘nro free

from our bodies and can one ourselveo objectively apoaking

this or that line. Then again our actor's nature. our cru-

ativc nature, will respond to this invitation to become alive

and sound again. That is the aim.

Criticism of neeneox

Scene II

CCBTRASTS - VARIATIONS:

Having seen you only once. I may be very wrong in

my suggcationn, but the positive thing, the good thing in your

performance was that you were free inwardly and outwardly. and
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this freedom was enough to have boon ablo to develop more

variutg, but variety was the weak point in your performance.

It was monotonous because you did not know how to crcnto

this variety.

If you would take your speech and, boihg froo;ao

you are. try to find the contrasts in every sense. Try to

justify each word so that you will make as many contrasts as

possible. Psxcholoaical contrasts too. Your character in in

such a mood,for instance, than try to find out how you can

make nach incident Just the opposite.

This in also true of your movementn. When you are

holding your hand in your pocket. it is not true to think

that we are satisfied with that. Ir your ha‘nd is an the

time in your pocket. no fool that you. an an actor. o0 not

know how to use it. You don't need to nova all the tine. but

you must find the moment when you take your hand out of your

pocket. It muot be part of the acting no that it will satisfy

us. If you don't want grcntor variations in movement. then

find the way of using your hand and arm. Try to use contrasts

in every ecnso.

Scene II:

RELAXATION:

In your case I would say that you have a very good

ability for acting. Holy upon the acting and not upon tension.

In these two performances it was very pleasant to see that
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you could both be on the stage without words and that you

could hold the audience's attention because you Were doing

certain things on the utnge. But your mistake woo that you

didn't entirely believe in yourself or you have been somehow

wrongly loo in the theatre. Instead of freeing yourself.

you became very tonen. just when you should have been free.

Try oimply to relax your muscleu. At first you will feel

no if naked. but go through this stage when you are afraid -

that you are too froo. ‘

You have u very strong. rich. juicy temperament.

Ir you will drop certain habits, you will have a connéefion

between youroolf and the audience. You think that perhaps

they will not got your temperament and power unleoa you

impose it on than. You know instinctively that you are

powerful on the otage butédon't make the next wrong step.‘>

which is to force your power on the audience. ‘fie will get

it without this forcing.

Scene III:

INWARD AND OUTWARD ACTING:

This was a very good example of a positive thing.

Both actors felt that somehow there were doopor levels in

the scene. and you tried to dig deeper and deeper, showing

us the seriousness of the situation. The human seriousness.

But you spoiled this good work because you simply didn’t
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know what to do on the stage, or how to express these profound

thingy which were looming somewhere. You were simply stand-

ing. and that is not posaiblo on the stage because it was not

oxprcouing what you had in your heart. These profound heart

connections - you killed it by doing nothing outwardly.

You cannot prcoundo the audience to believe that

you are serious, but you don't want to show us anything. We

are looking. so you must satisfy our eyes and ears as well.

You appealed to my heart, but my eyes didn't see anyyhing. .

what you had inwardly didn't happen outwardly. In the other

casn it was different. You chose a means of oxproooion much

lighter and more primitive and uuporricial than yourintenticn

was. All your answers wore in the some way. Your heart

wanted to do oomcthing more expressive. more alive. but the

form you had chooon was all the same. You walked this way

and that way. but I could not understand what connection it

had with what you were experiencing. It was unjustified

because you didn't want to establish a connection between

your heart and your outer exprcusion. You didn't use the

right words beeauoc you used more superficial ones that you

wanted.

Scene XIII:

THE ACTOR'S IHNER POWER!

You have great power. You can make out of yourself

many things. You can order yourself to move. to speak. even
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to feel. You manage yourself sfrongly, but you use it in the

wrong way. First or all. if I may be absolutely frank. your

whole entrance was wrong. I will tell you why. We actors

somatimoo not in life. and this is a very detrimental thing.

Tho more we act in life and not on the stage, the more we

waste our inner power.

The whole situation. the whole psychology of an

actor who uses his acting ubilitios while nmong his friends

doeo not increase his power, but diminishes it. I cgnnot

prove it to you in a minute. but if you understand what I

moan, you will say to yourself. "I must not act when I am

not on the atago." Either to hide. or to impersonate, or to

make a pleasant imprcoaion on others, or to amuse your friends.

It is n loos. and you will becoma weaker and weaker on tho

stage. What you do when you act on the stage requiros great

inner powar.

Scone VIII:

THE ACTOK'S INDIVIDUALITY:

You have a certain fooling, you guess what humor on

the stage is. You gucau what your individuality wants to do.

You guess what is youth. what is life on the stage. How to

be light on the stage. You know how to drop sentences so

that they become significant. just because you have dropped

them. But you know it too well, and you stress it. You can-

fine yourself to three things, three means of oxprcsoion.
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whereas you could use inumorablo things to express thin thing

which your individuality is longing for. You usn thingn

which you are sure tho audience will necapt, but the audience

is not the judge. The audience can be very misleading. You

have to find something bettor and that is youroelf.

You have to criticize yourself. asking whether your

moano of expression are rich enough in comparison with your

inner hidden desire. And hero. for instance. one of the con-

fusing thingo for you in, and alwayo will be if you don't

stop it - you confuse the laughter of the audience.. when the

audience ldughs boadudo of the author's wordo. you think it

in you. You must distinguish uhothcr you aro acting humor—

ously or whether it in the author. You loco your control.

Xou moot always know whether in in the author who receives the

laughtnr. or you no an actor. Today the author was more

amusing than you. It will help you greatly if you will try

to find a humoroua way to act and not stool from the author

his humor.

Scene VII

RHITHE AND METER!

It would be good for you if you would continue to

work upon this scene, trying to distinguish two things - the

rhythm and the motor. You were a littlo under tho weight of

the motor and not the rhythm. The difference is the feeling.
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The meter is always somehow something which you can beat

out. whether it is 1.2.3. or whatever you like. But that is

not rhythm, and the motor must havu rhythm behind it. which

is as followuu You can express the rhythm with your arms

and hands hnd things without any metric bent. If you can

make the whole speech with your arms and hands without any

beats. you will come to this rhythm. But if you drop this

inner big wave and rely only upon 1.2.3 in your speech and

psychology. than you undergo this meter. which is nqfinr

alive. If you have a real. concrete gqsturo with your arms

and hands not dancing, but moving to the whole speech. speak-

ing with your words inwardly. When you have enough of theme

movomuntu which express the meaning and the heart or the

speech. than you can use the meter juut an you 11ko,-nnd it

will always bu alivo.


